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June 9, 2021 – Keynote Presentation

GENDER AT WORK 
Comparing Employee Mental Health in 

Masculine and Feminine Workplace Cultures

Dr. MARK ATTRIDGE & Dr. BONNIE LASHEWICZ
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https://www.northernillinoisrecovery.com

Keynote 
Platinum 
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Timing

8:00 am Welcome and Introduction to 
Keynote by NIEAPA President 
Paul Fitzgerald, Psy.D., LCPC, CEAP

8:15 am Comments by Sponsor 
Northern Illinois Recovery Center

8:20 am Main Presentation with Q&A

9:45 am Break
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Speaker:  Mark Attridge, PhD, MA

President, Attridge Consulting, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN USA
mark@attridgeconsulting.com

Dr. Attridge is a research scholar and business strategy consultant as 
President of Attridge Consulting in Minneapolis. Since starting his own 
practice in 2007, he has supported over 50 corporate and non-profit clients 
across the United States and internationally, most of whom are providers of 
employee assistance programs (EAP) or other workplace mental health 
specialty services. Mark is a prolific writer, scholar and trainer with more 
than 30 peer-reviewed published papers and book chapters and 250+ other 
written works, presentations, industry workshops and corporate trainings.  
Get free downloads from: https://www.eaarchive.org
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Speaker:  Bonnie Laschewicz, PhD

Associate Professor, Department of Community Health 
Sciences, University of Calgary
Calgary, AB CANADA
bmlashew@ucalgary.ca

Dr. Bonnie Lashewicz is an associate professor in Community Rehabilitation 
and Disability Studies in the Department of Community Health Sciences at 
the University of Calgary. Her program of qualitative research is anchored in 
feminist scholarship views that the power of research lies not only in whose 
perspectives are heard, but also in the steps through which perspectives are 
recorded and interpreted. Bonnie focuses on responsibilities and identities in 
relation to experiencing and providing support to people who experience, 
disability, mental health disorder and/or chronic disease diagnoses.
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www.bromatters.ca

Origins of Presenter Collaboration

2015 - $2.1 million project
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Cross-Cultural Psychology
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Cross-Cultural Psychology
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Cross-Cultural Psychology
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Cross-Cultural Psychology
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Cross-Cultural Psychology

Both countries are similar on gender
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Purpose of the Study

Draw out interconnected aspects of individual employee 
experiences amidst their “social locations” in relationships and 
families and also the workplace practices and policies.  

We collected and analyzed views and experiences about work, 
gender and mental health from employees in one feminized 
workplace and one masculinized workplace. 
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AbstractMixed methods research study:  Surveys and interviews 
with participants from two workplaces in Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada

Target audience:  Employers.

Goal:  How to understand and better resource employees 
concerning gender and mental health issues in workplace.

Overview

13
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Research Project Sponsor • This project was  
funded by the 
Government of 
Alberta’s 
Department of  
Occupational 
Health and Safety 
Futures Research 
Funding Program 
• 2018-2020 grant
• Canada

www.alberta.ca/ohs-futures-research-grants
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AUDIENCE POLL Q:
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AUDIENCE POLL Q No 1:
Who suffers the greatest adverse consequences of gender 
stereotypes in the workplace:

A. Mostly female employees

B. Mostly male employees

C. Both sexes but in different ways
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Q & A on Poll Question

Presenters: Mark & Bonnie

Moderator: Dr. Paul Fitzgerald
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CONTEXT
Literature Review
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CONTEXT: 
Workplace Mental Health

Workplace are both a determinant of - and are impacted by -
psychological well-being of employees.  

Workplaces contribute to well-being by helping people attain 
their potential; also cause stress and contribute to the 
development (or exacerbation) of mental health problems.

Recent theme of boundaries dividing self from work are 
becoming more porous – especially during COVID-19 era.

19

B
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Strategies for workplace prevention and management of 
mental health problems (included EAPs) are known and 
available – but are underdeveloped and underused.  
These resource need to better reflect the dynamic nature of 
mental health and understand motivations for use of care.
Most strategies that tend to target individual employees, 
rather than at the more consequential structural level of 
workplace practices and policies.  This is most often where 
gender plays a significant role. 

CONTEXT: 
Workplace Mental Health
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• Far more men than women die by suicide.
•Men are less likely than women to acknowledge and seek 

help for anxiety and depression.   
• This may be influenced by a desire for males to appear 

masculine in ways that are respected by peers and colleagues 
- particularly in traditionally male-dominated occupations
• For example, men may cast their experience with depression 

in terms of a “shamed masculine self.”

CONTEXT: 
Workplace Mental Health – for Men

21
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•Women continue to be underrepresented in positions of 
greater authority, status and pay.
• The skewing of power by gender reflects taken for granted 

practices and structures that reinforce male power.
• Expectations in roles of workplace authority, such as 

decisiveness, can run counter to gender expectations for 
women as nurturing.
• Female employees who have control over the work of others 

- are more likely to exhibit symptoms of mental health 
problems.
•Women are more likely to experience the strain of work as 

infringing on their family responsibilities.

CONTEXT: 
Workplace Mental Health – for Women
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hc45-ptHMxo
Show 3 minute video

CONTEXT: 
Gendered Expectations – Boys & Men
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Jackson Katz’s videos:

Tough Guise 2:
Violence, Media & the Crisis in Masculinity (2013)

The Man Card: 
White Male Identity Politics 
from Nixon to Trump (2020)

CONTEXT: 
Gendered Expectations – Boys & Men
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CONTEXT: 
Gendered Expectations – Boys & Men
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"Old Boys Club"

Source: NHL.com

Traditionally masculine 
leisure activities (sports) as 
networking opportunities

CONTEXT: 
Social Climate at Work Mimics Society 
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CONTEXT: 
Gendered Expectations – Girls & Women

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BU8wP50YYM
show this 2 minutes 20 seconds video

Jean Kilbourne (2010) - VIDEOs
Killing Us Softly 4: 
Advertising’s Image of Women
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gendered 
expectations for 
responsibilities 
beyond work

CONTEXT: 
Gendered Expectations for 
Women at Home
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Arlie Hochschild’s books:
The Second Shift: 
Working Parents and the Revolution at Home
(1989; 2012)

CONTEXT: 
Gendered Expectations for Women at Home
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Our Research Study 
METHODOLOGY

Study Site A: Feminine Study Site B: Masculine
Survey – Quantitative Measures Survey – Quantitative Measures
Survey Comments – Qualitative Survey Comments – Qualitative

Select 1:1 Interviews – Qualitative Select 1:1 Interviews – Qualitative

30
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Calgary 
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Two Workplaces in Alberta as Study Sites

• A feminized workplace in the “disability services” sector.  
Provides supports for disabled children and their families, with 
nearly 200 employees who provide residential, vocational, 
educational, early intervention and therapy programs.  All 
supervisors were women. 

• A masculinized workplace in the “energy” sector.  Has 400+ 
employees.  A producer of light and medium oil as publicly-
traded company.  Has a bar onsite that serves alcohol to 
employees.  Mix of both women and men as supervisors. 
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Study Sample Sizes by Data Type

200

400

41
84

40 80
9 21

Feminine Site Masculine Site

Co
un

t o
f E

m
pl

oy
ee

s

Population Survey Data Survey Comments Interviewed
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Data Collection – Quantitative Structured Items 

• Employee demographic factors.
• Employee basic work factors. 
•Many research-validated scales on work performance and 

workplace  culture factors. 
• A Likert scale of a continuum from masculine to feminine to 

rate: their personal gender style and gender style of their 
workplace environment

34
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Data Collection – Quantitative Surveys

Total of 140 surveys (some partially completed*)

•41 from the femininized workplace

•84 from the masculinized workplace 

*Note:  Included if answered at least one outcome that was related to workplace comparisons

35

M
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Data Collection – COMMENTS on Survey

• If work experience differed for male or females.  
•Comment on the social climate at workplace for accepting 

and talking openly about mental health concerns.  
• If experienced discomfort related to alcohol use/misuse at 

social gatherings in their workplace.
•Caregiving responsibilities at home for employees.
•Advice for leadership about how to support employees on 

gender, mental health or alcohol issues.

36
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Britney Glowinski – Survey  
Comment Researcher
Britney is a new graduate of the Community 
Rehabilitation and Disability Studies 
undergraduate program at the University of 
Calgary.  Having worked for several years in a 
Disability Support organization, she was well 
prepared to study gender and mental health 
in relation to work.  She completed a research 
focused senior practicum on these topics and 
continues her research on a full-time summer 
studentship.  Keep an eye out for Britney’s 
first publication! 
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Data Collection – Qualitative INTERVIEWS

Total of 30 individual, face to face interviews, of 
approximately one hour duration.

• 9 employees from the feminized workplace 
(F=8; M=1)

• 21 employees from the  masculinized workplace 
(F=11; M=10)
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Nicole Mfoafo-M’Carthy –
Interview Researcher
Nicole Mfoafo-M’Carthy is a first-year medical 
student at the University of Toronto. Prior to 
medicine, she completed her Bachelor of Health 
Sciences (Honours) at the University of Calgary in 
2020. During her time at the University of Calgary, 
Nicole completed a thesis on gender at work and the 
factors and practices that impact employees’ 
experiences with mental health and develop policies 
that account for intersectionality and diversity in the 
workplace. Nicole’s interest lies at the intersection of 
workplace dynamics, healthy equity and social 
justice. She is currently working on a manuscript 
based on her work in this project!  
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RESULTS

Survey Statistical Data & 
Comments Data 
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Employee Personal Profiles by Study Site

Factor Feminine Site Masculine Site
Race – White 76% 82%

Age – average 35 years 40 years

Education – College BA degree + 71% 42%

Gender – % Women employees 93% 70%

Married or Common law 51% 71%
Child(ren) at home (active parenting) 41% 55%

Caregiver role for adult 17% 14%

41

M
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Employee Job Profiles by Study Site

Factor Feminine Site Masculine Site
Manager/supervisory role at work 54% 35%

Direct client or customer contact 91% 21%

Schedule includes “on-call” shifts 29% 28%

Hours work week scheduled / actual 38/ 41 hours 38 / 42 hours

Pay status = salaried 85% 82%

Work demands = high workload 51% 44%

Work decision authority = low 83% 85%

Work strain (combination of high 
demands + low decision authority)

34% 39%

42
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Validity Test of Gender Style of the Study Sites

PERSONAL STYLE (6 items) 

WORKPLACE STYLE (4 items)

FEMININE Very   Mostly  Somewhat  EQUAL  Somewhat  Mostly     Very MASCULINE  
1             2             3                4              5                 6               7

43
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Validity Test of Gender Style of the Study Sites

PERSONAL STYLE (6 items) 

1. I consider myself as…
2. Ideally, I would like to be….
3. Traditionally, my interests are…
4. Traditionally, my attitudes and beliefs are…
5. Traditionally, my behaviors are…
6. Traditionally, my outer appearance is…

44

M

100% Males rated Self 
as Masculine Style

90% Females rated Self 
as Feminine Style

44
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Validity Test of Gender Style of the Study Sites

WORKPLACE STYLE (4 items)

1. Considering the kind of work we do, this company can be defined as...
2. The senior leadership at this company tends to act in a style that is...
3. My direct supervisor at this company tends to act in a style that is...
4. Overall, I consider this workplace culture to be...

45

M

80% of Feminine Site 
employees of both sexes 
rated Workplace Gender 

Style as Feminine

70% of Masculine Site 
employees of both sexes 
rated Workplace Gender

Style as Masculine

45

Sex Mix of Supervisors: By Site

100%
Woman
Supervisor
Man
Supervisor

Feminine Worksite                         Masculine Worksite

55%

45%

46
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Sites Different on Gender Style of Workplace

• Yes - Employees understood the concepts of feminine vs. 
masculine, as ratings for gender style for self tended to overlap 
with biological sex of employee:
• 90% of women rated themselves as “feminine”.
• 100% of men rated themselves as “masculine”.

• Yes - Workplace culture was rated in expected directions between 
the two worksites as mostly feminine and mostly masculine (by 
employees of both sexes).
• 80% of feminine worksite rated work culture as “feminine”.
• 70% of masculine worksite rated it as “masculine”.

• Yes - Differences between sites in the sex mix of managers 
(masculine worksite had more male managers: 40% > 0%).

47
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Sites Similar on General HEALTH Measures

• Health – General Status (PROMIS 3-item scale) = ns
• perceived health + mental health + physical health

• Health – Anxiety & Depression (PHQ-4 scale) = ns

• Health – Alcohol use outside of work = ns
Tests performed controlling for

1) sex of employee; 
2) education of employee; 

and 3) marital status

48
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Sites Similar on WORK STYLE Measures

• Hours worked per week expected (avg. 38 hrs) = ns
• Hours worked per week actual (avg. 42 hrs) = ns
• Work schedule ”On-Call” sometimes (avg. 29% yes) = ns

• Work performance level (HPQ 1-item 0-10 rating = avg. 8) = ns
• Work engagement level (UWES 9-item scale) = ns
• Work decision/control (6-item scale) = ns
• Work support (5-item scale) = ns
• Work stress (8-item scale) = ns

Tests performed controlling for
1) sex of employee; 

2) education of employee; 
and 3) marital status

49
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Survey Comment Q:  
GENDER Differences at Work

Is working at your company/organization a different experience 
for male and female employees?  For example: Are male and female 
employees treated differently by coworkers? Or does it make a 
differences if the supervisor is male or female? Tell us more about 
gender in your workplace:

50

M

42%
33%No Differences

Gender Equality

Masculine Site (n=84) Feminine Site (n=41)

Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .07)

50
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Impact of GENDER Issues on Career: By Site

15%

78%

8%

0%

29%

40%

0%

31%

Not Sure

Same Opportunities

More Opportunities if Woman

More Opportunities if Man

Masculine Site Feminine Site

ITEM:  Concerning opportunities at your company for getting a pay raise or promotion, does X make a difference? 

Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .001)

51
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Safe to Disclose MENTAL HEALTH at Work?

If you experienced a mental health challenge, would you feel 
comfortable in sharing this with a co-worker or someone in 
management at work? 

52

M

62%
41%Supportive

Workplace

Masculine Site (n=84) Feminine Site (n=41)
Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .10)

52
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Impact of MENTAL HEALTH Issues on Career: By Site

56%

28%

0%

15%

64%

6%

0%

30%

Not Sure

Same Opportunities

More Opportunities if MH

Fewer Opportunities if MH

Masculine Site Feminine Site

ITEM:  Concerning opportunities at your company for getting a pay raise or promotion, does X make a difference? 

Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .01)
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Frequency of ALCOHOL USE with Co-workers: By Site

100%

0%

0%

22%

70%

8%

Never

1x Monthly

2-4x Monthly

Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .001)

54

M

At the Workplace

35%

51%

13%

41%

49%

10%

Away from Workplace
No Differences
Between Sites = ns

54
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Survey Comments Q:  
Is ALCOHOL MISUSE at Work a Problem?

Are there certain aspects of alcohol use related to your workplace or 
your work colleagues that sometimes makes you uncomfortable? 
If so, please explain.

55

M

No Differences
Between Sites = ns

95%

5%

85%

15%

No Concern or Not
Answer

Problem

Masculine Site (n=80) Feminine Site (n=40)

Few people, but… 
3x more IF problem

55

Impact of ALCOHOL MISUSE Issues on Career: By Site

77%

0%

0%

23%

54%

0%

14%

32%

Not Sure

Same Opportunities

More Opportunities if Drink

Fewer Opportunities if Drink

Masculine Site Feminine Site

ITEM:  Concerning opportunities at your company for getting a pay raise or promotion, does X make a difference? 

Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .01)

56

M

Similar to Mental Health 30%

56
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Safe to Disclose ALCOHOL MISUSE at Work?

Please comment on the social climate in your company/organization
for accepting and openly talking about alcohol misuse. For employees
who have a drinking habit, is it OK to disclose this to coworkers or 
manager and ask for support?

57

M

No Differences
Between Sites = ns

35%
31%Supportive

Workplace

Masculine Site (n=81) Feminine Site (n=40)

57

Summary of Site Differences on CAREER IMPACT

• Gender issues:  Better for women at feminine site

• Mental health issues:  “Not sure” was most common answer at both 
sites; but then no impact at Feminine site if had MH issue vs. fewer 
opportunities at Masculine site if had MH issue (safe to disclose a MH 
issue also better at Feminine site) 

• Alcohol misuse issues: “Not sure” was most common answer at both 
sites; but then mixed of better and worse at Masculine site if drink 
(sites similar on safe to disclose misuse)

58
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Average Number of Years of Job Tenure 
at This Employer: By Site

9.2 

5.3 

 -

 2.0

 4.0

 6.0

 8.0

 10.0

 12.0

Feminine Site (n=35) Masculine S ite (n=75)

Significant Differences
Between Sites (p < .001)

Impact of gender bias in 
workplace culture?  Or just 

economic differences by 
industry…

59
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AUDIENCE POLL Q:
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AUDIENCE POLL Q No 2:
The key result after comparing the two study sites was how they 
differed on:

A. Employee demographic and health factors

B. Perceived career opportunities and job tenure

C. Employee work style and performance

61
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Q & A on Poll Question

Presenters: Mark & Bonnie

Moderator: Dr. Paul Fitzgerald

62
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RESULTS

Interview Data 

63

B
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Face to face interaction as 
“the fullest condition of 
participating in the mind of 
another human being”
(Lofland & Lofland, 1884) 
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Representing Research  

Leo Lionni:  Swimmy

65

B
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Principles of Qualitative 
Analysis

Coding Interview Data - the Process

•Systematic, comprehensive but not rigid
•Reflective activity
•Data are ‘segmented’
•Interpretive practice of constant comparison 
•Look for frequently occurring responses as 

well as expressive responses 
•Find commonalities and organize into themes

66
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Triangulation: 
A Strategy for Qualitative Research

67

B
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Human instrument…bias (Joshua Bell experiment, 2007)

Subway station – Washington DC:
In the 45 minutes he played, only 6 people stopped to listen.  
About 20 gave him money ($32 total).  Most continued on.  
When he finished, no one noticed it.  No one applauded.  

Concert Hall – Boston:
Sold out show at average of $100 per ticket.  He is a winner of 
the Avery Fisher Prize for outstanding achievement in classical 
music who performs 200+ international engagements a year. 

SOURCE: Gene Weingartern, reporter for the Washington Post newspaper 68
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FEMININIZED WORKPLACE
Interview participants (n=9) by sex and job title

• Occupational Therapist
• Occupational Therapist
• Occupational Therapist
• Speech Language 

Pathologist
• Behavioral Consultant
• Behavioral Consultant
• Psychologist 
• Senior Key Worker

• Part time 
Behavior 
Specialist  

69
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MASCULINIZED WORKPLACE
Interview participants (n=21) by sex and job title

• Land Analyst 
• Bistro Services 
• Royalties Officer 
• Software Analyst 
• Contract Specialist 
• Lead for Regulatory 
• Director of Marketing 
• Contract Administrator
• Supply Management Analyst 
• Minerals & Land Administrator  
• People Relations Representative 

• Operator
• Lead Operator 
• Senior Geologist 
• Contract Geologist 
• Maintenance Lead 
• Senior Land Analyst 
• Construction Manager 
• Health and Safety Advisor 
• Team Lead for Completions 
• Investor relations & Communications Analyst 

70
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Coding & 
indexing 
Comment 
Data

71
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Coding of Comments
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MASCULINIZED WORKPLACE

Expectation for women to "get lunch and clean up."

FEMINIZED WORKPLACE

“Males tend to get harder clients, since typically males 
can deal with bigger and harder behaviours.”

Masculine traits valued in leadership roles.

Source: Unsplash

Interviews Theme 1: 
Job Position – Gendered Leadership

73
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Interviews Theme 2: 
Job Position / Status

In both workplaces, an employee’s capacity to 
engage and incorporate mental health promoting 
activities into their schedule was directly tied to 
their job title and whether their role was 
supervisory versus non-supervisory.  FEMINIZED WORKPLACE

“My organizations employs 
mostly women. Male 
employees are in more 
(traditionally) male roles 
(maintenance). All supervisors 
are women.”

MASCULINIZED WORKPLACE

“It is absolutely normal to 
have more males in 
Engineering department and 
more females in Document 
Control.”

Source: Unsplash

Thus, it is necessary to develop 
resources and activities that 
are inclusive of different 
employee roles and their 
responsibilities. 

74
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Interviews Theme 3: 
Inflexibility in Work Schedule

Employees in both the feminized and masculinized workplace 
reiterated the importance of flexibility in allowing them to manage 
their workload, time off, and personal life responsibilities. 

Workplace flexibility shapes employees’ experiences as well as how 
they can incorporate mental health promoting activities and resources 
into their schedule. 

75
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Interviews Theme 4:
Economic Downturn & Workload

”Uhm, basically a job that a 
lot of other companies will 
have three or four employees 
do we’ll have one.”

“But I’m on call, pretty much 
twenty-four seven unless I’m 
actually away on holidays. “
- supervisor

MASCULINIZED WORKPLACE FEMINIZED WORKPLACE

“when we don’t have 
enough staff we’ll do a 1:2  
ratio. Uhm which can be 
pretty stressful.”

Source: Unsplash

The masculinized workplace was in the energy sector and in order to adapt 
to fluctuations of the economy adopted a lean framework.  In this 
framework, the masculinized workplace maximized employee workload to 
minimize the number of employees in the same role. Therefore, in the case 
of economic downturn, they required less adaptations and potentially, 
layoffs.   Nevertheless, it made it difficult for employees to exercise breaks 
and vacations as well as incorporate mental health promoting activities into 
their schedule. 

76
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Interviews Theme 5: 
“Busyness”

But I think the demands of the 
job are still very prevalent. And, 
because of the economy, people 
get very worried about showing 
that they’re weak or that they 
aren’t prioritizing work.” 

But then it’s like okay well, so I 
call, and they say I need 
counselling. How am I 
supposed to fit that in? I can’t 
even get my kids home. How 
am I supposed to fit in these 
tools?” 

“There is a core group that 
have some jobs that are always 
in there (gym). The people that 
are in the busier jobs don’t get 
to participate.” 

Source: Unsplash

Engaging in mental health 
promoting activities in the 
Masculinized workplace

77
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CONTEXT: 
Looking Busy at Work and Home = “Busyness”

“Busyness” as a new age “badge of honor” (Gershuny, 2005) and 
“status symbol” (Bellezza et al. 2016).    

…being scarce and in demand…reflects “embodied” capital

• Work performance that is continually monitored and measured 
(Hoggett, 2008).

• Darrah, Freeman and English-Lueck (2007) found a pervasive 
“narrative of busyness” in families,  which was less about the 
type of activities that filled one’s time and more about the fact 
that one’s time was filled.

78
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AUDIENCE POLL Q:

79

P
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AUDIENCE POLL Q No 3:
Interviews of employees at the two study sites revealed the 
primary reason why gender issues existed was because:

A. Power structures at management and societal levels

B. Specific managers who were bullies

C.  Not enough women in the workforce at this employer
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Q & A on Poll Question

Presenters: Mark & Bonnie

Moderator: Dr. Paul Fitzgerald
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SUMMARY 
& Recommendations
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Key Findings: Two Sites Profiled
• Similarities between the two worksites in employee 

background, personal health, work styles and job structure.

• Differences between the two worksites (as expected) in 
gender style of the workplace as rated by employees as mostly 
feminine or mostly masculine and in sex of the managers.

• Key differences between worksites are work culture factors of 
acceptance of issues of gender equity, mental health and 
alcohol use that make it psychologically safe to allow 
disclosure and then use of treatment services. 
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Key Findings: Outcomes

• Feminine site had less stigma for gender and mental health 
issues and zero alcohol use at worksite with coworkers.
•Masculine site had stronger gender divides (“boys club/in 

group”) dynamics and employee use of alcohol as good/bad 
part of social culture and work advancement. 
• Possible consequence on employee job tenure (F site 2x M 

site for years stay at employer). 
• Both sites making changes to improve attitudes and policies to 

support mental health awareness and work/family life 
balance.  More focus on mental health than gender equity. 
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Open Text Comments on Q: 
Advice to Support Issues

What advice would you give to the leadership about what could be 
done at your workplace to provide further support employees related to 
gender, mental health or alcohol issues?

N = 63 of 112 answered this item.  [Almost HALF volunteered advice]

Coded all comments to four specific issues (yes – no/missing), with 
each comment coded for multiple topics if relevant:

1. Menta Health F-Site 22% = M-Site  9% 
2. Gender F-Site   3% = M-Site   8%
3. Alcohol F-Site   2% = M-Site   5%
4. Caregiving F-Site   3% = M-Site   3%
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Recognizing mental health sick days - like physical sick days - and having a 
policy in place to highlight that. (F)

We did a mental health awareness week last year.  A very good event. (F)

Employers should first look to supporting staff with issues (e.g., allowing 
leaves, time for therapy) if issues are affecting work performance before 
resorting to punishment measures. (F)

I didn't know about the mental health supports available until I had a 
breakdown and asked for them. (F)

Mental health isn't always visible - but it is very real. (F)
86
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Advice to Employers for How to Support 
MENTAL HEALTH – Feminine Site
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Break the stigma that if someone's work ethic declines it could be due to the 
fact they are suffering from a mental health. (M)

I think my company is doing an excellent job in providing support and online 
information. {But} We definitely need more support for mental health in the 
public health system. (F)

I think leaders need to have a better understanding of how mental health 
affects every aspect of a worker's life, including their ability to perform their 
job. (F)

I think mental health should be better understood by managers and 
employees so that when people struggle, they can get the support or time to 
take care of the problems. (M)
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Advice to Employers for How to Support 
MENTAL HEALTH – Masculine Site
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Our Recommendations

• Expand employee trainings to include issues of mental health, 
alcohol, gender and work-life balance through workplace 
dissemination of written information and educational resources.  

• Provide employee orientation and ongoing education about the 
role of EAP and other confidential mental health resources.

• Employees - especially supervisors and leaders – can strive to 
model work-lifestyle balance and open communication about 
mental health needs.
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Our Recommendations - continued
• Offer paid “mental  health” sick days for all employees.

• Promote/provide flexible scheduling where possible and job-
sharing options for employees of both sexes with caregiving 
and health care treatment needs.  

• Develop HR policy that accounts for employee reluctance to 
show vulnerability in relation to mental health needs and 
address harmful aspects of workplace expectations for 
busyness to avoid employee burnout and stress. 
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Bottom Line – What we Learned was…

•Work Culture is key dynamic for explaining gender 
differences and how they influence (good and bad) 
employees of both sexes in the workplace.

•Work Culture is thus where to intervene for change –
to greater effect than treating consequences of 
gender discrimination and stigma for mental health 
and addictions at the individual level.
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RESOURCES
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Resources Gender in the Workplace: USA

• Board, N. (2019). Women, Wealth, Wellbeing and the Workplace. Presented at EAPA 
annual conference, St. Louis, MO. http://hdl.handle.net/10713/11587

• Viñas, K.L. & McHugh, T.L. ( 2020). Women's Career Advancement Programs: Optimizing 
for Better Results. Boston College Center for Work & Family. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10713/15732

• Forde, L. (2021). Mom’s Hierarchy of Needs. (project and survey). 
https://momshierarchyofneeds.com/mhn-home-page/

• American Psychological Association (2021).  Women’s Programs Office Resources.  [See 
annual trainings in Leadership Institute for Women in Psychology].   
https://www.apa.org/pi/women/resources
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Resources Gender in the Workplace: Canada

• Include information no cost web-based resources to support mental health (e.g., 
NotMyselfToday; LifeSpeak; BeyondBlue; BroMatters)

• Consider adopting Canada’s National Standard for Psychological Health and Safety in 
Canadian workplaces (Mental Health Commission of Canada, 2014).

• Attridge, M., Davidson, D., & Samra, J. (2017). Changing landscape of mental health in 
Canada. Journal of Employee Assistance, 47(4), 30-33.
http://hdl.handle.net/10713/7204

• Guarding Minds @ Work website – assessments for employees on workplace culture 
– many no cost assessments and resources developed for leaders and for employers. 
http://www.guardingmindsatwork.ca
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Published Papers from Our Research Projects

• Miller-Burke, J., & Attridge, M. (2011). Pathways to career and leadership success: Part 2 – Striking gender 
similarities among $100k professionals. Journal of Workplace Behavioral Health:  Employee Assistance 
Practice and Research, 26(3), 207-239. DOI:10.1080/15555240.2011.589722

• Eccles, H., Nannarone, M., Lashewicz, B., Attridge, M., Marchand, A., Aiken, A., Ho K & Wang, J. (2020). 
Perceived effectiveness and motivations for the use of web-based mental health programs: Qualitative 
Study. Journal of Medical Internet Research, 22(7):e16961. DOI: 10.2196/16961

• Lashewicz, B., Mitchell, J., Boettcher, N., Jones, E. & Wang, J.L.  (2020) You better be as stressed as I am: 
Working men’s mental health amidst workplace expectations for busyness.  WORK:  A Journal of Prevention, 
Assessment and Rehabilitation, 66(3):645-656. DOI:  10.3233/WOR-203207

• Eccles, H., Nannarone, M., Smail-Crevier, R., Lashewicz, B., Aiken, A. Attridge, M., Marchand, A., Friesen, J. & 
Wang, J.L. (2020). Identifying strategies for decreasing work-related stress among working men:  An 
International Delphi consensus study.  Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, 62(2):171-178.   
DOI: 10.1097/JOM.0000000000001797 

• Boettcher, N., Mitchell, J., Lashewicz, B., Jones, E., Wang, JL., Gundu, S., Marchand, A., Michalak, E. & Lam, 
R., (2019). Men’s work-related stress and mental health:  Illustrating the workings of masculine role norms.  
American Journal of Men’s Health.  DOI: 10.1177/1557988319838416 journals.sagepub.com/home/jmh  
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The full-text PDFs of these 5 papers are posted for the NIEAPA Conference website
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Open Discussion

Presenters: Mark & Bonnie

Moderator: Dr. Paul Fitzgerald
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June 9, 2021 – Keynote Presentation
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Thank You

Break – please come back at 9:55
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